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PRO CV WRITING 

PRINCIPLES

PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS 

AND PRINCIPLES ARE NOT 100% SUITED TO 

EVERY CV FORMAT – BUT THE EXPAMPLES 

GIVEN CAN BE AMENDED AND INCLUDED ON 

ALL CV’S.   

IT IS IMPORTANT TO TAKE OUT THE 

KNOWLEDGE WITHIN THIS GUIDEBOOK AND 

TRANSFER IT SUITABLY TO WHATEVER FORMAT 

YOU CHOOSE FROM OUR LIST OF TEMPLATES. 

3 The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

The Author 

The main purpose of this Guidebook is to enable jobseekers just like you 

to create a professional CV and Cover Letter within a few hours.   As a 

CV writer that has extensive experience creating standout CV’s for 

virtually every industry and profession, it has become evident to me 

over the past few years that in the modern era, every job application 

demands a unique, tailored CV and Cover Letter.  Please read the 

guidebook carefully and utilize the Templates and Material provided. 

There is no complex English language skills needed, nor will you need 

any design or formatting skills. As you can see from the Download Page, 

we supply everything you need to create a job-winning CV from scratch. 

Let us get started.  

Seanie Clifford – Pro CV Service
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Welcome to the Pro CV - CV and Cover Letter writing Course, a practical guidebook to writing, tweaking and 

updating a Job-winning CV and Cover Letter.  I will  not waste your time babbling on with generic advice you can get 

on virtually any website. I am here to give you specific directions.  Additionally, as part of the course, I have included 

templates that I know work. I have also included examples of text that you can simply Copy and Paste into the 

different categories.  We have also supplied you with successful Templates, Cover Letters and a whole host of 

material to give you the best possible chance of success.  If you follow the instructions in a simple manner, you will 

create a job-winning CV in a matter of hours.

5

The Pro CV System – The Basics First 

Introduction 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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I am now going to share all the knowledge that I have acquired 

in my 6+ years experience of writing professional CV’s.   The time has 

come for all jobseekers to create their own CV. There are no excuses. 

This is your career and in turn, this impacts on your life. Every role 

requires and indeed demands, a specific CV and Cover Letter.  We can 

make that a reality. Not great at formatting and creating Templates?  

Do not worry. We give you the Templates and make them simple and 

easy to finish. 

6

The Hard Work is Done

“Management is 

nothing more than 

motivating other 

people.”

– Lee Iacocca, ford 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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Keep It Simple

I am 100% convinced that you can have the perfect CV within hours. I am 

also convinced that simplicity is the key to creating that job-winning CV. 

Your CV is a Sales Document that (rightly or wrongly) is read by 

somebody you will have no prior knowledge of. You may have a rough 

idea of what the company is looking for by reading the Job specifications, 

but there are additional considerations to take into account, neither of 

which demands complexity. Every great sales pitch is simple. Your CV and 

Cover Letter must be the same.

“Complexity is your 

enemy. Any fool can 

make something 

complicated. It is 

hard to keep things 

simple" Richard 

Branson

Rule Nr. 1 - Keep it simple.

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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The Jobs market and the world Economy has changed to the point that "Jobs for Life” have literally 

gone out the window.  Every job application needs to be more professional, powerful and relevant than 

ever before.  With only one or two pages available for your CV, you can’t afford to miss your chance to 

impress. This guide is designed for you to have an AMAZING CV and Cover Letter that you can tweak in 

minutes.  Please be selective about what you include. Always ask yourself the question “Is this going to be 

relevant to the employer who is reading this?” If it isn’t, then discard it. Every time you include irrelevant 

facts on a CV, you are decreasing your chances of getting the interview.

In ALL CASES, Your CV needs to match the particular job you are applying for, even if they look the 

same, are in the same sector or even the same company. Every role has different unique requirements. 

MATCH THE REQUIREMENTS. It sounds simple because it is simple.  For example, if the job requires skills in 

teamwork and creativity, you need to ensure the employer can clearly see that you have gained these skills 

somewhere, either in your employment or in your life.  Do not be afraid to go outside work, into voluntary 

commitments, sports and the community. Think outside the Box.

8

Relevance

Tailoring a Unique CV to the Unique Role

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Chapter I 

Key Aspects 

Be selective about what you include. 

Every time you include irrelevant facts 

on a CV, you decrease your chances 

of getting the interview.
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My CV must NOT be longer than two pages, or can I 

extend it further?. The first thing to remember is that there are 

no ‘absolute rules’. Generally speaking though, keeping your CV 

to two pages is a really good idea.  Employers don’t want to 

spend hours reading your CV; they want to read the useful 

information as quickly as they can in order to make an 

evaluation. The main goal of the CV is to convey the information 

required in a clear and efficient manner. This enables the reader 

to assess your CV for a particular role as quickly as possible. 

That really depends on the type of role you are 

targeting and the formats that you use. There is no hard and 

fast rules.  

9

How long should a CV be?

Should I use different colours
on my CV?

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

“You cannot push 

anyone up the ladder 

unless he is willing to 

climb.”

– Andrew Carnegie

Keeping your CV to under two 

pages is a really good idea...

Often, as a Graduate, having a 

shorter CV will be far more 

effective than an over explained 

CV. 

On the other hand, Graduates and 

apprentices’ CV’s don’t even have to be 2 pages, as 

the person reading it isn’t expecting you to have a 

huge amount of experience.  Often, as a Graduate, 

having a shorter CV will be far more effective than 

an over explained CV.(We have supplied a 

collection of proven 1 page CV’s for your use)

Should I use a CV template from some 

online website?

It is probably not a good idea. Use our Pro 

CV system Templates, which are designed to be 

simple, clear and readable. A CV is a personal 

document and should be unique to you.

Common Questions
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Avoid hard to read or diluted strange fonts; 

they have the effect of making the reader focus on 

the font rather than the content.  Use a font size 

between 10 and 12.

Read the Job spec and see what is required. If 

at all possible, for security and consistency it is often 

better to use a PDF, but again,  there are no hard and 

fast rules on this. Depending on what version of 

Word the reader is utilizing,  when they open the file, 

the formatting may be different on their device 

(overflowing to three pages for example). 

10

What font should I use?

Should I send my CV as a Word 
document or a PDF?

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

“Do not hire a man 

who does your work 

for money, but him 

who does it for the 

love of it.”

– Henry David 

Thoreau, Life without 

Principle

At PRO CV we tend to always suggest bullet 

points or at least a combination of both text and 

bullet points.  The bottom line is - what is easiest to 

read and what has the most impact visually?

Should I use bullet points
or text?
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We have supplied sample templates and an easy-to-follow guide.  Stick to them.

.

11

Are there any good examples of CV’s I can use?

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

Only if specifically asked to do so.

✓ Use a confident tone and positive language

✓ Quote figures whenever possible

✓ Make your most relevant experience and skills prominent

Should I attach my CV if I’m completing an online 
application form?
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It is absolutely imperative that you CV contains positive, action 

oriented words all across your CV. The energy and flow of the CV must 

be Positive, Positive, Positive!. Use action words such as “developed”, 

“created” and “achieved” and avoid repetitive words such as 

“perhaps”, “attempted” and “maybe”. Developing a sales document 

(That is what a CV is) that turns into a winning CV can only be achieved 

by expressing your skills in an authentic fashion.

Do not lie or exaggerate on your CV. This is why it 

is so important to keep it factual.

12

Language

Truthfulness 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

“I am convinced that 

nothing we do is 

more important than 

hiring and developing 

people. At the end of 

the day you bet on 

people, not on 

strategies.” – Renee 

West, Luxor and 

Excalibur Hotel

Use action words!
A winning  CV can only be achieved 

by expressing your skills in an 
authentic fashion.

Turn gaps into a Positive!

Turn gaps into a Positive. Start by 

listing your activities and accomplishments 

during your time away from the workplace. 

Examples might include voluntary work, 

family commitments or travel.

Gaps in your CV
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Sample CV – Page 1 

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

White spaces 
to create 

clarity

Clear 
heading and 

Font

Dates all in 
the same 

place

Good use of 
bullet points Clear factual 

sentences

Avoid vague 
statements

Action verbs 
throughout
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Sample CV – Page 2 

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

“Recently, I was 

asked if I was going 

to fire an employee 

who made a mistake 

that cost the 

company $600,000. 

No, I replied, I just 

spent $600,000 

training him. Why 

would I want 

somebody to hire his 

experience?”

– Thomas John 

Watson Sr., IBM

5 TIPS FOR YOUR CV

✓ Your CV must be 2 pages at most.

✓ Check thoroughly for correct spelling and grammar 

✓ Ensure you have relevant keywords on your CV

✓ Capture immediate attention, prioritise the content and detail 

relevant information first. 

✓ Keep it Simple
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

✓ Name IN BIG LETTERS

✓ Address.  (Up to date)

✓ Email: Make sure it is acceptable and professional,(Bad example =  drunkenmadman666@hmail.com)

✓ Mobile: (Try to avoid landlines)

✓ LinkedIn (If you have one)

What should I include?

Big Letters
Address(with 

postcode)

Email
Mobile

LinkedIn

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Personal Details

Sample Personal Details section  
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Just include your address. It is standard 

protocol to include your address. (And your postcode)

Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Including my address; what if I 
am applying via Email?

“It’s more than just 

selling pizzas. It’s 

being a good fit for 

the community. We 

hire based on the 

betterment of the 

community as much 

as anything.”

– Mark Starr, David’s 

Pizza.

Usually in the Cover Letter and subsequently at 

the Interview process.  

I need a Visa to work in 
this role, how do I 
mention it?

What about a photo or image?

It depends on the Templates. You should not 

be required to include a photo when applying in 

either Ireland or the UK.  

Personal Details
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

“You can’t teach 

employees to smile. 

They have to smile 

before you hire 

them.”

– Arte Nathan, Wynn 

Las Vegas

How long should it be and where do you put it?

Again. This all depends on the template but here are some 
guidelines. It should start with relevant skills, end with relevant 
information and never veer off into long-winded descriptions. The Profile 
section should be MAX 10 lines, bullet pointed and filled with the core 
elements of the rest of your CV. It is meant to be a brief description 
rather than to give the employer the whole picture. In Sales terms, it is 
the introduction to your sales pitch.

Education

✓ Core aspects of Education must be included
✓ Specific roles related to the position
✓ Use of  relevant Power Verbs 
✓ Always be grabbing the Readers attention.

Roles

Power Verbs

Must include:

Profile/Career Summary Section  

Profile(If you template requires)

Sample Profile Section(The principles are the same for all Templates)

Factual 
assets
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➢ Applying for a position for which you're not qualified

➢ Providing irrelevant personal information

➢ Inadvertently discarding important information

➢ Spelling errors, typos and poor grammar

➢ Unexplained gaps in employment

➢ Lying or misleading information.

Common CV Mistakes

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Achievements

Depending on the format, these can be added in one specific section or 
throughout the CV. You must come across as an Achiever as opposed to a 
doer. An often overlooked but extremely important section of your CV.

A Common List of Achievements:
✓ Re-organized something to make it work better
✓ Identified a problem and solved it
✓ Came up with a new idea that improved efficiency
✓ Developed or implemented new procedures or systems
✓ Been complimented by your supervisor or co-workers
✓ Increased revenue or sales for the company
✓ Contributed to a good customer service ethos

What are Notable Achievements? 

“Human Resources 

isn’t a thing we do. 

It’s the thing that runs 

our business.”

– Steve Wynn, Wynn 

Las Vegas

Worked on 
special 

projects

Saved money 
for the 

company 

Received 
awards 

Figures and 
% are 

extremely 
important 

Saved time 
for the 

company 

Sample Achievements Section
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

1. Transferable - skills learnt in one field of work that 
can easily be  adapted to a different field.

2. Job-related - skills or qualifications that are directly 
relevant to a specific job.

3. Adaptive - Clearly, transferable and job-related 
skills are the most desirable to include in your CV. 
Be sure to include the ones that  will help you stand 
out. 

There are three key skills types:  

Skills

Here is a list of skills that are particularly 
popular with employers:

✓ Communication
✓ Teamwork
✓ Initiative
✓ Problem solving
✓ Flexibility
✓ Computer skills
✓ Technical skills
✓ Software, IT and Programming Skills

Tranferable and job-related skills are the 
most desirable to include in your CV.

By demonstrationg the broad range of 
things you know, you‘re giving the 

impression that you‘re a good learner 
who can retain information.

“Never hire someone 

who knows less than 

you do about what 

he’s hired to do.”

– Malcolm Forbes, 

Forbes
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Skills 

Do not 
exaggerate

Include ALL 
Software and 

IT Skills

Short, clear 
sentences

Be realistic 
without 

being 
dismissive 

Include 
language 

skills

Sample Skills Section   
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

➢If the recruiter wants to contact you, they must be able to find your personal 

information in seconds. Put it at the top of the first page. 

Clear Contact Details!
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Should I mention salary details and reasons for leaving previous 
jobs?
No.

Reasons for leaving my job, should I put them down?
No.

My current salary?
No. 

If I work abroad and my job title has a different name, what 
should I do?
Put down the name most closely associated with the role you 
are targeting. You will no doubt discuss this further during the 
interview process.

Important questions:  

I have worked across different sectors and in vastly different 
roles at different periods in my life, how do I convey relevant 
experience and skills?

The same rules apply. Cover relevant experience and skills in 
the Profile and Skills section. Where possible enlarge 
experience (even if it is a long time ago) that is most relevant 
to the role.

What counts as “work experience”? 

✓ Full-time, part-time and temporary employment
✓ Voluntary work
✓ Internships
✓ Work Experience
✓ Business activities can be of equal value. 

Do not mention salary details and reasons 
for leaving a privous jobs!

When relevant, Voluntary work also 

counts as work experience

“When hiring key 

employees, there are 

only two qualities to 

look for: judgement 

and taste. Almost 

everything else can 

be bought by the 

yard.”

– John W. Gardner

Employment/ Career History 
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Employment/ Career History 

Voluntary work
If you have or are volunteering in charity/voluntary work and it is 
relevant to the role you are targeting, you can input that information 
in the Profile section of your CV and in ‘Other Notable Employment’.

Work Experience 

Power 
Verbs 
and 

Words

No bland, 
generalized 
or negative 
statements

Ensure 
formatting 

is 
consistentSample Employment Section 

Talk about Skills, Daily 
Tasks and Achievements
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

➢No Waffle. Keep it simple.

➢Be specific with percentages, numbers and size.

➢Add ALL relevant Skills. 

➢Put a Profile on your CV that is filled with Power Verbs.

➢Make sure your CV is readable and looks good

Reminders of What Is Important

Employment/ Career History 
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

What if I haven’t taken part in extra-curricular 
activities before?

In the highly unlikely event that this is the case, you 
don’t have to include a section on hobbies, extra-
curricular activities or achievements.

What level of IT skills do I need write down?
You need to write your IT skills as they pertain to the 

reality of your competencies and no more.  

Should I include Social media links?
If you already have your LinkedIn Profile as part of 

your personal details, it is not beneficial to share your 
social media accounts unless asked to do so(which can 
happen).  

Questions to consider  

Hobbies and Interests 

“The key for us, 

number one, has 

always been hiring 

very smart people.”

– Bill Gates, 

Microsoft

Relevant 
Voluntary 

Work

Power Verbs 
and Words

Avoid 
controversial 
statements 
(Like what 
team you 
support)

Also, avoid 
anything 

controversial 
(Like being a 
member of a 

political 
group)

Sample Hobbies and Interests Section 
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

➢ Be concise and ensure that the information has a positive impact. 

➢ Keep it simple and clear – you can always elaborate at the interview.

➢ Analyse the job description – read it and identify which relevant skills,

experience and competencies are appropriate. 

➢ Don’t have any unexplained gaps on your application. (If you have

had a career break or have been travelling, let them know.)

➢ Academic and professional qualifications should flow in an order that is   

relevant to the role.             

➢ Check your application for spelling and grammar before submitting. 

➢ Get a friend or family member to read through the CV.

Keep This in Mind
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

What aspects of my Education should I highlight first?

List your College or University Education first with a brief 
mention of specific modules that are most relevant to the job 
you are applying for.   If you are targeting a Job that requires a 
Trade Cert, just ensure you mention it first and foremost 
before going on to list certificates related to your work.  

With all applications, the general rule is to list (from the 
top) in order of relevance to the specific role. 

If you are changing careers, then list any and all 
qualifications that are matched to your new career first. There 
is no point having a doctorate in Sociology when you are 
applying to work as a Carpenter. 

Do I include specific Modules or parts of my coursework?
Yes you can; but keep it to a few short lines.  Any aspects 

of your education/qualifications that can increase your chances 
of getting the role should be mentioned. But PLEASE keep it 
brief and simple.  

Should I mention certain Awards and Scholarships? 
100%. These are invaluable factual differences that reflect 

positively on your unique abilities as an employee.  

Important questions:  

“You can have the best 

strategy and the best 

building in the world, but 

if you don’t have the 

hearts and minds of the 

people who work with 

you, none of it comes to 

life.”

– Lawrence Bossidy, G E

Education 

How do I translate foreign/International 
qualification into UK/Ireland? 

Check with the relevant bodies before applying to 
make sure the qualifications are recognised in the UK 
and Ireland.  Explain your qualifications on the CV and 
Cover Letter, so that the recruiter understands its 
significance.

Do I need to give the full addresses of the places I 
have studied?

Just the College and City/Town. If it is an online 
course, make sure you list the Name of the company 
or website. 

If I am a recent graduate still waiting on my final 
years results, should I give predicted grades?

No.  The only results that matter are the ones you 
already achieved. 

If you are changing careers, then list 

any and all qualifications that are 

matched to your new career first.
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Education

List all 
courses 

relevant to 
the role first

Do not list all 
Modules or 
Coursework 
unless asked 

to do so

Most 
relevant 

Education 
First

Keep it brief 
and 

consistent

Sample Education Section
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Chapter II 

Layout and Design 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

“I hire people 

brighter than me and 

then I get out of their 

way”

– Lee Iacocca, ford

References

References are usually requested by an employer 
on an application form or after the interview stage if 
the candidate has been successful. It is generally 
assumed that you will be able to provide references, 
so you don’t need to mention them on your CV. If 
references are requested, make sure you check with 
referees first as nobody wants a surprise phone call!

Printout the CV and Cover Letter 

Checklist, spend some time going 

through it, before you go head and 

apply for the role you are targeting.
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Chapter III 

Cover Letter 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

“Choose a job you 

love, and you will 

never have to work a 

day in your life.” 

– Confucius 

Pro CV – Cover Letter Guide

What is a Cover letter?
A Cover letter is typically a one-page document that is sent 

in conjunction with your CV.  Its main aim is to highlights 
relevant skills and achievements pertaining to the role.  A well-
written Cover letter should introduce you as a potential 
employee and encourage the person reading it to have further 
interest in reading your CV.

Cover Letter Tip: 

Do not underestimate the powerful results of a 

good Cover Letter. Without an exceptional 

Cover Letter, your CV is useless. 

What needs to be included in a Cover letter?
Firstly, try to limit your letter to a single page, and if 

possible, keep it to 4-5 short paragraphs.  Before you begin, 
assess the recruiter’s needs and try to see where you can align 
them with your skills. 

As with the CV, use Power and Action verbs, convey 
confidence, optimism, and positivity coupled with 
professionalism. Write in a style that is clear, be specific and 
never over explain.

How long should the cover letter be?
It should not be more than 1 page.

What type of language should I use?
Aim for short, factual sentences that spell out real assets 

that can match the job specifications.  Do not be afraid to 
mention your knowledge of the company/role.

Cover Letter Tip: 

Before you begin, assess the 

recruiter’s needs and try to see 

where you can align them with 

your skills.
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Chapter III 

Cover Letter 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

“A mind that is 

stretched by new 

experiences can 

never go back to its 

old dimensions.” –

Oliver Wendell 

Holmes, Jr

Pro CV – Cover Letter Guide

How should I address my letter?
As with all official letters, your name, address and contact 
details should be clearly shown at the top, right-hand corner of 
the letter.

Should I include the Employers/Recruiters details?
Yes you should. On the left corner,  underneath your current 
contact details.

How do I know who to write to?
If a name is not given, call the business and ask POLITELY 
for the individual in HR who deals with recruitment or 
the role that is advertised. If that fails, you must use 
“Dear Sir/Madam”. 

How do I sign off?
There is a simple rule.
If you address the letter to a named individual, sign off 
with “Sincerely”.
If your letter begins with “Dear Sir/Madam”, end with 
“Yours faithfully”.

A Cover Letter is a formal document. Even if 

you have spoken to the employer prior to your 

job application, keep it formal. 
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Chapter III 

Cover Letter 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Pro CV – Cover Letter Guide

What do I put as the subject header when sending my Cover letter via email?
Job Title/Reference Number

Should I handwrite a cover letter?
No.

Can I use bullet points or subheadings in a Cover letter?
No.

How do I convey unusual circumstances in a Cover letter?
The Cover Letter can be used to explain or clarify possible issues or unusual circumstances in a short concise 
manner; but KEEP IT SHORT.   Do not fill the Cover Letter over-explaining issues that you think may be a 
problem. 

Can I send a speculative CV and Cover letter?
Of course, but keep them short, professional and to the point.

Cover Letter
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Chapter III 

Cover Letter 

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

Pro CV – Sample Cover Letter

Keep all sentences 
and explanations 

connected to both 
the Job Spec and 

your CV.

If you have the 
name of the 

person/manager/
recruiter, you 
sign off with 

“Yours Sincerely”

If you have not 
been able to 

write to a person, 
sign off with 

“Yours Faithfully”

Employers 
name and 
address

Your Name 
and address

Fill the Cover 
Letter with 

facts, figures 
and %
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The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook

CV checklist

CV Sections Check ✓ or X

Personal

Contact address/email addresses and telephone numbers included?

Have you checked your email address?

Is it acceptable and professional?

Is your LinkedIn as professional as your CV? If not, why are you including it?

Personal

Have you read the CV from the point-of-view of the recruiter in order to gage its professionalism, 
likability and clarity?

Have you covered the core aspects of the rest of the CV in about 7-12 lines?

Have you given a brief outline of your educational achievements in a few lines?

Will the reader want to read on after reading your Profile section?

Is it filled with vague descriptions rather than specific Power Verbs and factual accuracies?

Skills

Have you included ALL Software, IT skills including typing/MS Word/Graphic design?

Have you been realistic about what languages you speak?

Any in-house courses (for instance manual handling, safety certificates) that you have forgotten?

Achievements

Have you been specific/factual/truthful about what your PERSONAL achievements have been?

Do you emphasize your personal contribution in relation to teamwork?

Have you factual evidence of specific achievements that you have listed on the CV?

Employment Experience

Have you over explained daily tasks in your experience, or tried to enlarge job listings in order to 
fill space?

Is this a readable clear overview of all the different employment/work experience you have had?

Do you feel confident that you have matched your previous experience with the requirements of 
the role?

Have you started sentences with weak generalized words rather than Power Verbs?

Have you included EXACT job title, dates, employers name and location?

Education

Have you allotted most of the content to your most relevant education and coursework?

Have you included relevant modules, projects and dissertations?

Are you sure you included ALL relevant details, even in-house courses at your current 
employers?

Does it read clearly and is it easy to follow to the end?

Any key or relevant transferable skills highlighted?
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CV Sections Check ✓ or X

Other interests

Have you kept this really simple, to a few lines?

Have you listed voluntary work and sporting interests?

Is there anything on the CV that is controversial or argumentative?

Referees

Have you checked that the employer does not want references?

If the employer asked for them to be included, have you checked with your prospective referees if they 
are happy to give you a POSITIVE Reference?

Rationale and targeting

Is it ordered in a professional, readable, logical, clearly formatted way?

Have you checked guidelines for the company/country/sector?

Are there industry BUZZ WORDS on the CV, or is it vague and generalised?

Writting style

Have you chosen a font that is clear, common and easy to read?

Is the wording and language affirmative, positive and professional?

Have you used a professional spellchecker for punctuation errors, vocabulary, grammar, spelling and?

Are capital letters where they should be; are they used sparingly but correctly?

Presentation

Are the headings clear and easy to read?

Are they descriptive/targeted and powerful?

Take a look at the document and ask yourself; am I happy with this, really happy with this CV?

Does your CV use the same font style, tone and language as your Cover letter?

Are the dates across the CV correct and clear?

CV checklist

The  PRO CV Course  and Guidebook


